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ABSTRACT
The models and weights of prior trained Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) created to perform automated
isotopic classification of time-sequenced gamma-ray spectra, were utilized to provide source domain knowledge as
training on new domains of potential interest.1 The previous results were achieved solely using modeled spectral
data. In this work we attempt to transfer the knowledge gained to the new, if similar, domain of solely measured
data. The ability to train on modeled data and predict on measured data will be crucial in any successful
data-driven approach to this problem space.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Earlier research was motivated by the lack of robust automated identification algorithms for gamma-ray spec-
troscopy, specifically when the spectral statistics are low, including potentially low signal/noise ratios.1,2 That
earlier work was focused on automated gamma-ray spectral identification and new data schema for identification
using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). This paper is focused on the problematic lack of available data sets
in target domains of interest. Although some good representative data for isotopes of interest may be available
in small numbers most radio isotopes are not encountered in situ with great enough frequency to provide the
large and diverse data sets needed for typical machine learning. Typically, when large radiological data sets are
collected the variety of sources found is very limited, with a few medical and industrial sources dominate the
set; and as in our prior research significant reliance on simulated data is necessary. This situation means that
the machines trained over these sets of data will not be able to recognize the majority of possible radio-isotopes
without some modification.
Our approach is to transfer the knowledge gained from these most common isotope classes to other isotopes
so that ultimately this can be extended to the broader range of gamma spectroscopy in general. While other
efforts have been made to use adaptive algorithms for gamma-spectral identification, none of these have proved
generalizable to all the domains of interest.2–4 As a proof of concept the source domain for this transfer learning
will utilize both modeled and measured data.5,6
2. DATA
Typically gamma-ray data is collected in a ‘list-mode’ structure with energy and arrival time of each photon
recorded, but then stored in a compressed fashion. The stored data is usually in the form of energy-binned
histograms with counts (photons) for a set integration time (e.g. - one second). For low-resolution detectors
(e.g - NaI) a typical binning is 1024 energy channels over 3 MeV range for 1 second; this binning schema is
not ideal from an information content point-of-view, but still persists as the most frequently encountered in the
community. In this paper we are using 64 energy bins by 64 one second time bins in the form of ‘waterfall’
gray-scale images Fig. 1.7
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2.1 Simulated Data
The modeled data used came from a data competition (Urban Radiological Search Data Competition) run
by Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) for the DOE Office of Defense Nuclear Nonproliferation
Research and Development.5 The portion of the modeled data used was the approximately 7000 runs which were
of long enough duration to meet the data structure requirements. The modeled data is a simulated 2x4x16 inch
NaI detector moving through a simulated urban setting with changing backgrounds and periodic point sources
of six different classes; background without a source present made up a seventh class for training purposes. A
more complete description of this data set exists in previous publications.1,5
Figure 1: Waterfall plots (false color of monochromatic images, in this case 144 × 144 pixels)
illustrate the nature of the input used for training and testing the network. The signal-to-noise
ratio may be strong or weak (the red boxes are meant to illustrate this, and do not correspond
to an object detection box). A three-second time slice from the run (inset red circle) is meant to
illustrate how the data are formatted.1
2.2 Measured Data
The measured data used came from data collected in the stationary array in Virginia,6 and is referred to as the
NOVArray data set. It is important to take note of the fact that unlike the simulated data the measured data
is characterized by moving sources and fixed detectors, so that the backgrounds are continually changing in the
initial training set. The data was dominated by medical isotopes with a few industrial sources mixed in and as
discussed below some special nuclear material was available in the form of UF6. This data is also described in
greater detail elsewhere, and can be made available to other researchers through the USDOE Office of Defense
Nuclear Nonproliferation Research and Development (NA-22).1,6
2.2.1 Confidence Level
Each hit in the first thirty days of operation for the NOVArray dataset have been curated by a human spec-
troscopist; the analyst not only labeled the source encounters but also assigned a confidence for the label of
low - medium - high. The analyst assigned a source label to all automatically detected anomalies. Frequently,
spectra which generated a machine detection (e.g. not identification), that the human analyst would otherwise
have considered background, were assigned to the most probable non-background class; this may explain why so
many of the miss-assignments by the machines are into the background class.
3. ARCHITECTURES
We used multiple machine learning algorithms, as discussed above, to classify the data set.5 All of these involve
the data set being pre-processed as described in the preceding two sections, although the exact image sizes
varied by technique applied. The architectures investigated were chosen because of their proven success with
other image classification problems;8–11 much of the purely classification in this realm is dealt with in previous
publications. Current work is focused on applying the methods developed to different radiological domains
via transfer learning techniques, most importantly training on modeled data in order to predict on measured
data. Many different software libraries and machine learning frameworks were utilized in the building of these
architectures.12–15
3.1 Architectures Using Two Dimensional Data
The two-dimensional data set (time & energy) is shown in the waterfall image in Fig. 1. Three convolutional
architectures were used with the data in this form, and they are described in greater detail in previous work.1
The first of these 2D convolutional architectures is based on early CNN architectures in the style of LeNet and
VGG type,8,9, 16 and this network is referred to throughout as Base CNN. Second is an architecture which uses
‘inception’ modules11 and we refer to it simple as inception. And finally is a network that utilizes ‘residual
connections’,10,17 which we refer to as residual.
3.2 Architectures Using One Dimensional Data
A number of architectures were used to leverage the data in the energy domain only, as shown in the insert image
in Fig. 1. These methods use as input one second energy binned histograms. This is the more traditional way
of looking at the data, and is how a human analyst would approach the problem. Automation of the problem
using this type of data has a long history.2–4,18 The types of architectures used here included: support vector
machines (SVM), multilayered preceptrons (MLP), random forests (RF).
4. RESULTS
All results reflect multi-class accuracy, and all the metrics are the macro statistics across all relevant classes;
care should be taken in interpreting the results with a full understanding of how things like class imbalance
typically affect such statistics.19 A conscious decision was made to focus on the relevant ’basic’ metrics (accuracy,
precision, recall, specificity) which come directly from the ’raw’ statistics (true-positives, false-positives, true-
negatives, false-negatives); an exception to this appears in Table 4 were a couple composite statistics are shown.
Composite statistics can easily be constructed from the basic metrics for any reader who is interested. The
relevant classes vary due to available data of a particular type - for example: the comparison of modeled to
measured data only utilizes class common to both sets except where explicitly stated otherwise. The transfer
learning result is trained to one set (modeled) and then transferred to a different domain (measured).
4.1 Training on Modeled Data and Testing on Measured Data
The URSC modeled data set was used to train the machines discussed in this section. The machines where
then tested on measured data from the NOVArray (Table 1). Only classes that overlapped both data sets where
considered, and a small number of measured events where added to each training class - this was done to give
the machines the opportunity to learn a new background. Approximately 500 training events were available for
each class of source with 20 measured events added to training - which were then excluded from the testing set.
Table 1: Metrics for architectures trained on modeled data and tested on measured data.
Model AccuracyA, % PrecisionM, % RecallM, % SpecificityM, %
Base CNN 94.26 71.49 68.70 95.99
Inception 97.60 87.25 95.38 97.62
4.2 Trained and Tested on Measured Data
For this section all the data considered is measured data for both training and testing; the training and testing was
on a different subset of measured data - specifically medium confidence for training, and high & low confidence
for testing, in the case of Table 2. The confidence was assigned by the human analyst, as discussed in Sec. 2.2.1.
The ensembling method is discussed in Sec. 4.5.
The images used for the 2D machine results shown in this paper are 64x64 pixel in the time X energy domain,
with a general binning scheme of one second time pixels and approximately 43 KeV equal energy binning from
40 KeV to 2800 KeV. The binning schema was driven by overlapping restrictions on the two data sets used, and
is clearly far from optimal. A quick comparison of the results for this binning scheme and one at 4 Hz with 56
varying energy bins indicates a several percentage drop in accuracy for the binning scheme used. The effect of
this sparse energy information content can not be fully appreciated in Table 2. The 1D machines were binned
at 256 energy bins over the same range as the 2D machines.
Table 2: Metrics for architectures trained (medium confidence) and tested (high & low confidence)
measured data Sec. 2.2.1. All metrics quoted are macro (across all classes), and displayed in %.
Model AccuracyA PrecisionM RecallM SpecificityM
Two Dimensional Methods: (sparse energy information content - 64 energy bins)
Base CNN 95.23 74.47 70.98 96.57
Inception 97.14 90.32 81.43 97.66
Residual Connections 96.26 85.54 75.20 97.04
Ensemble of 2D methods (Sec. 4.5) 97.28 90.45 81.90 97.79
One Dimensional Methods: (dense energy information content- 256 energy bins)
Support Vector Machine (SVM) 97.51 93.07 81.85 97.93
Multi-Layered Preceptron (MLP) 97.22 88.67 83.02 97.88
Ensemble of 1D w/o temperature 97.54 91.48 82.90 98.03
Ensemble of 1D with temperature 97.11 92.17 78.91 97.55
One & Two Dimensional Methods Combined
Full Ensemble 97.67 92.07 83.33 98.14
4.3 Incorporation of Different Class and Location
In addition to measurement data being collected around northern Virginia some data was collected outside a
uranium processing facility - a completely different background region. This data set consists of mostly low or
un-enriched uranium hexafloride, some medical and industrial sources where seen during this other data collect;
this data was combined with the NOVArray data set and a new uranium class added into the training. Results of
training over the combined collections using the 2D machine learning methods is shown in Table 3. Low precision
on the uranium class is due to a great extent to class imbalance; although less than one-percent of Tc99m was
miss-classified as U238, however this was a significant number relative to the number of U238 testing samples.
It should be noted that what we are calling miss-classifications assume that the human analyst made no errors.
It must also be noted when assessing the statistics in Table 3 that the small number of events in the U238 class
mean that slight variations have significant effect on the statistics. Unlike the case in Sec. 4.2 above in this case
the train/test split is 75/25 percent randomly drawn without regard to the confidence level assignment by the
human spectroscopist.
Table 3: Metrics for architectures trained and tested measured data Sec. 2.2.1. All metrics quoted
are macro (across all classes), and displayed in %.
Model AccuracyA PrecisionM RecallM SpecificityM
Results across full set of classes
Base CNN 95.54 78.15 77.03 97.58
Inception 97.41 84.09 86.05 98.49
Residual Connections 96.21 81.11 71.68 97.90
Best ensemble 97.31 84.46 86.33 98.45
Results specific to Uranium class only
Best ensemble 98.96 70.13 96.43 99.016
4.4 Training on Modeled Data and Transfer Knowledge to Measured Domain
There are a number of ways to approach the problem of transferring the knowledge gained from one domain into
another domain. The goal of the transfer in our case is to gain predictive power for classes of radioactive source
spectra that are difficult or impossible to acquire in situ spectra in significant numbers, but are still of primary
concern from the perspective of detection in operationally realistic environments.
We found that one of the simplest ways to achieve this was to simply seed a class of little interest with a
small number of examples from the source of interest. The problem with this approach is that you are now open
to significant false positives from a source class that is of no concern. Ideally in the case of simulated data you
could just use the measured examples to augment the modeled data set.
Table 4: Architectures trained on modeled data first and the weights are used to initialize the
training on measured data Sec. 2.2.1. In this instance composite metrics are shown explicitly. All
metrics quoted are macro (across all classes), and displayed in %.
Method AccuracyA PrecisionM RecallM SpecificityM f1 Score J Statistic
All Class Comparison - Inception Architecture with & without Transfer Learning
without Transfer 96.75 78.50 80.48 98.09 79.48 78.57
with Transfer 96.72 76.94 82.20 98.03 79.48 80.24
Uranium Class Only - Inception Architecture with & without Transfer Learning
without Transfer 98.49 67.52 68.13 99.22 67.82 67.35
with Transfer 98.50 62.79 88.13 98.75 73.33 86.88
In addition to these approaches we also trained entirely in one source domain (modeled data) and transferred
an almost entirely frozen architecture to a different target domain (measured data), only re-training the clas-
sification layer or the last couple fully connected layers. This proved to be the most difficult and least robust
approach. The best results were achieved by training on the modeled data and the trained model & weights are
used to initialize the training on the new domain (Table 4)
Although it is unclear how much benefit may be gained by this type of transfer learning the best result for
the U238 class specifically was obtained in this way. Further investigation is warranted as more data becomes
available.
4.5 Calibration & Ensembling
Deep learning models typically output some form of softmax vector which may be interpreted as a probability
vector where the individual logits into the softmax approximately represent the confidence level of the input
distribution being associated with the given class. The interpretation of softmax as a true probability vector
generally becomes less certain as the depth and complexity of the model increases. Ways of calibrating a given
model to a true probability vector is an area of active research.20 For the purposes of this research we only
investigate the effect of softening the softmax distribution via the inclusion of temperature (T ) into the softmax.
σ(zi)
(k) =
exp(z
(k)
i /T )∑K
j=0 exp(z
(j)
i /T )
, for j = 1, . . . ,K,
where the kth element of the softmax (σk) is softened by the temperature (T ). Beyond the argument for making
the softmax outputs more consistent with true confidence intervals this method can also yield improved knowledge
gain from the relationships of the ”non-winning” (non-maximum) softmax output.
Figure 2: The temperature softened softmax output of a deep CNN is shown for a variety of
temperatures for the same sample of testing data. The setting of temperature equal to one implies
no softening.
The other elements of the softmax distribution may yield information about the class distribution in the form
of ‘dark knowledge’.21 This dark knowledge might otherwise be lost if the softmax distribution is not softened
as in the upper-left corner of Fig. 2. Care must be taken if one wishes to preserve the concept of a probability
distribution in that scaling by a constant in the exponential distribution will clearly mean that the elements will
no longer sum to one unless specifically re-normalized; as has been done here, so that the softmax distribution
of any given output (y) still sums to one.
This technique was used throughout the work to ensemble the different model outputs for all the results
shown. More work needs to be done in tuning the temperature parameter. The method used to select the
temperature parameter’s value was somewhat ad hoc, the distribution of softmax outputs for each output vector
yi, where i is over the number of classes, is histogrammed at various values of temperatures Fig. 2. A best guess
of an appropriate temperature hyper-parameter is made with the intent of gaining as much dark knowledge as
possible; unfortunately a more rigorous selection would have required a larger curated data set.
5. CONCLUSION
Although other work has demonstrated the utility of machine learning techniques in gamma ray spectroscopy,1–4,17
these methods are just starting to take advantage of the expanding availability of large data sets; where some of
our prior work laid the ground work for methods shown here few researches have been able to make use of large
curated measured spectral data sets in the gamma domain to validate their results.
The techniques presented demonstrate that simulated data can be successfully combined with measured
data to create widely applicable and robust methods; this should be leveraged to engineer more robust fielded
algorithms for automated identification. Modeled source spectra should be injected onto measured backgrounds
for this purpose.
As far as the authors are aware the application of techniques for extracting additional dark knowledge21 from
the softmax have not been applied in this domain, and provides a potentially valuable tool for ensembling to
improve performance.22
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